This paper presents a matrix factorization algorithm for multi-label annotation. The multi-label annotation problem arises in situations such as object recognition in images where we want to automatically find the objects present in a given image. The solution consists in learning a classification model able to assign one or many labels to a particular sample. The method presented in this paper learns a mapping between the features of the input sample and the labels, which is later used to predict labels for unannotated instances.
INTRODUCTION
Multi-label annotation has been an active research area in the last years due to its potential impact in an increasing number of new applications such as music categorization (Trohidis et al., 2008) , functional genomics (Zhang and Zhou, 2006) , video content analysis (Wang et al., 2008) , noise detection (Qi et al., 2012) , image understanding (Wu et al., 2010) and image search (Siddiquie et al., 2011) , among others (Tsoumakas and Katakis, 2007) . The problem of multi-label annotation (or classification) refers to the problem where a single instance can be simultaneously assigned to multiple classes. This differs from multi-class classification where each sample is assigned to only one class. It means that, in multiclass classification, classes are assumed mutually exclusive, but in multi-label classification classes are often correlated.
A common approach to address multi-label annotation is to handle this problem as a conventional classification problem, i.e., multiples classifiers are trained, and only one binary classifier is used per label. In this way a new instance is annotated by independently applying the set of classifiers. Due to the fact that one classifier is required for each label, this approach may not scale well when there is a large number of labels.
An alternative to dealing with large number of labels is to find a compact representation of them using a dimensionality reduction method. This approach is followed by multi-label latent space embedding methods which have shown competitive results.
In this paper we describe a method for multi-label annotation based on semantic embedding. The proposed method finds a common semantic space for the original features representation of an instance and its corresponding labels to model a direct mapping between the feature representation and annotation labels. An important characteristic of the proposed method is its formulation as an online learning algorithm based on stochastic gradient decent, which allows it to deal with large collections of data, achieving a significantly reduction in memory requirements and computational load.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the related work; Section 3 presents the details of the proposed multi-label annotation method; Section 4 presents the experimental evaluation; and, finally, Section 5 presents some concluding remarks.
label annotation is known as multi-label latent space embedding (MLLSE) which finds a transformation that maps labels into a reduced label space. The purpose of this embedding is to find correlated information in the original data, that helps to remove irrelevant, redundant or noisy features, and at the same time to reduce the computational complexity of the learning algorithms. The problem of finding a latent space have been approached by following different strategies like Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) (Sun et al., 2011) , Principal Label Space Transform (PLST) (Tai and Lin, 2012) , Compressed Sensing (CS) (Hsu et al., 2009 ) and Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) (Caicedo et al., 2012; Akata et al., 2011) .
There are several methods based on NMF. For instance, Caicedo et al. propose two alternatives to construct a common semantic space: asymmetric NMF (ANMF) and mixed NMF (MNMF) which differ in that in the asymmetric version the construction of the semantic space is reinforced by the most reliable modality. As another example, Akata et al. (Akata et al., 2011) proposed a joint non-negative matrix factorization to find common latent components.
Unfortunately most of the methods based on latent space embedding have been designed without taking into account scalability considerations for handling large-scale data. There are some works that consider a large-scale setup in the formulation of the models: for instance, Hsan et al. (Tsai et al., 2011) propose a reformulation of the basic algorithm called MCR (Multi-stage Convex Relaxation) to make it suitable for large scale collections, in a way that makes it possible to achieve a significant reduction in learning time and in the amount of required storage by reducing the dimensionality of some intermediate matrices.
There are other works that seek to achieve scalability by using an online formulation. For instance, Weston et al. (Weston et al., 2010 ) that learns to represent images and annotations jointly in a low-dimensional embedding space, using stochastic gradient descent (SGD). In a similar way, OtaloraMontenegro et al. (Otálora-Montenegro et al., 2013) proposed a multi-label method based on an online multimodal matrix factorization (OMMF) algorithm based on SGD.
The algorithm presented in this paper, called Twoway Multimodal Matrix Factorization (TWMMF) is a multi-label latent space embedding method based on a stochastic gradient descent approach, which makes the algorithm suitable for large scale learning problems. An important characteristic of the method is that, unlike other general matrix factorization methods which only learn the transformation from the semantic space to the original data, the proposed method also learns a mapping from the original representation space to the semantic space. Other matrix factorization methods require an extra effort to find the projection to the semantic space.
TWO-WAY MULTIMODAL MATRIX FACTORIZATION
If we describe the feature representation of an instance as an n−dimensional vector, we can represent the entire collection by a matrix X v ∈ R n×l , where l is the number of elements. In the same way we can represent the labels associated to an specific instance by an m−dimensional binary indicator vector, where m is the total number of possible labels, and in the j −th position in the vector we have a value of 1 if the j −th label is assigned to the image or 0 otherwise. So, we can construct a label indicator matrix X t ∈ R m×l . In this paper we propose a model that finds a mapping F : R n → R r , from the sample representation space to a semantic space, and simultaneously finds a back-projection from the semantic space to the original space G : R r → R n , where n ≫ r. So we want to find two linear transformations what allows to project the original data representation to a lowerdimensional space (semantic representation) and at the same time learns to reconstruct from this lowerdimensional representation the original data.
If we assume that both F and G are linear mappings with coefficients W v and W ′ v respectively, for an entire collection we want to find a reconstruction of the original feature representation as follows:
where W v ∈ R r×n is an encoder matrix that projects the original representation to a lowerdimensional semantic space and W ′ v ∈ R n×r is a decoder matrix that reconstructs the original data. In the same way for the label information, we have:
where W t ∈ R r×m , W ′ t ∈ R m×r are the encoder and decoder matrices for the label information respectively.
Our main purpose is to learn a mapping between the original features and label information. Therefore, we also seek that the previous transformation matrices also satisfy the following condition:
This condition forces both the original representation and the label representation to share the same semantic space and defines a mapping between both representations.
Finally, we can formulate this problem as an optimization problem by minimizing the following loss function:
where α controls the relative importance between the reconstruction of the instance representation and the label representation, δ controls the relative importance of the mapping between instance features and label information and β controls the relative importance of the regularization terms, which penalizes large values for the Frobenius norm of the transformation matrices.
Gradient Descent Solution
The problem above has a non-convex objective function (eq. 4). However, this function is differentiable for all the unknown parameters and the solution can be computed using a gradient descent approach:
where γ τ is the step-size in the τ-th iteration used to update each parameter θ and the gradients of the loss function for each parameter in the model are as follows:
Online Formulation
The previous subsection presents a strategy to find the coding and decoding matrices by using a gradient descent approach. Unfortunately, this strategy by itself is not suitable for large scale data sets, due to the fact that its formulation has high memory requirements, since all training samples in the dataset are required in each iteration. For this reason, we want to reformulate the problem using an online learning approach based on stochastic approximations. The main idea of online learning based on a stochastic approximation is to update the solution using a single training sample at a time. In this way, we can scan the whole dataset with low memory requirements. Following this approach, the final updating rules only depend on the τ-th sample (x
t , visual and text features for the τ-th image) an the corresponding gradient functions are as follows.
where
t are vectors of features and label representation, respectively, for one instance. But also, this method can be generalized by using several samples grouped in mini-batches, this helps to a faster execution and numerical stability (Cotter et al., 2011) .
Adaptive Step-size
A potential problem with gradient descent is that it might get stuck in a local minima. We can alleviate this problem by the inclusion of a momentum term (Rumelhart et al., 1986) . The main idea about using momentum is to stabilize the parameter change by making non-radical updates using a combination Two-wayMultimodalOnlineMatrixFactorizationforMulti-labelAnnotation of the previous update and the gradient. So in this way the original update term:
takes the form:
where p is the momentum parameter which tries to preserve a portion of the previous update.
Online Learning Algorithm
The final algorithm for learning process (Algorithm 1) is as follows: starts by a random initialization of the transformation matrices, and for each iteration a minibatch of instances with its corresponding features and label representation are randomly sampled from the training set, then, the gradients of the lost function are calculated for each transformation matrix (the gradient of the lost functions is calculated by taking into account only the current observations), and the new transformation matrices are calculated by using the update terms based on momentum. Finally, the algorithm ends when a predefined maximum number of epochs is reached.
Prediction
Once the parameters have been learned (coding and decoding matrices) we can use this model to predict the label representationx t from de feature representation x v of a new unannotated sample, as follows:
(16) The transformation of the input features generates an m−dimensional vector with an smoothed label representation, which can be interpreted as a probability distribution which denotes the probability that the j − th label is assigned to an instance. The final decision to assign a label would be taken by defining a threshold, so we assign 1 to the j − th label if x t, j ≧ threshold, or we can assign 1 to the top−k labels with the highest values in the vector.
Implementation Details
We used the Pylearn2 library (Goodfellow et al., 2013 ) the proposed method. This is a machine learning research library built on top of Theano (Bergstra et al., 2010) that facilitates the use of the GPU in a transparent way. Its emphasis on modularity allows us the reuse of code components and there is almost no restrictions on their use. Furthermore, it provides Algorithm 1: Two-way multimodal online matrix factorization algorithm for learning state. input r:latent space size, γ 0 : initial step size, epochs: number of epochs, X v ∈ R n×l , X t ∈ R m×l , α, δ, β Random initialization of transformation matrices: W
Update term calculation using momentum:
Wv + p△W
Wt + p△W
Update transformation matrices:
W
a way of specifying all parameters for a specific and complete experiment without exposing any specific implementation details. It can be done by using the YAML language. Two of the main advantages of using Theano and pylearn2 are: first, it allows to specify our models symbolically and the library optimizes the code for both CPU and GPU. Second, that we can change the objective function anytime we want and compute the gradients in an easy way.
Due to these facilities, this is a convenient library to test our method, mainly, due to the improvement in resource management in GPU and CPU, but also, to the fact that our method is trained with gradient descent algorithm. This help us to test our method in a large scale context.
As it was mentioned above, we use the library pylearn2 to take advantage of the computation and use of resources using a GPU. Table 1 shows the total execution time for some parameter configurations using the GPU and the CPU. The reported time in- Table 1 : Execution time using GPU and CPU to run 120, 15 and 1 epochs using the library pylearn2. Execution time execution includes loading time for the dataset, training time and evaluation of the performance with f-score measure.
Dataset
Epochs 120 The time reported shows that even when running few epochs, the total execution time is less using GPU than CPU. When running much more epochs and when the dataset gets bigger, the reduction in time becomes much more significant. To perform the parameter exploration, this is very useful, due to the fact, that we have to explore more than seven parameters to obtain the best results.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The objective of this section is to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm in different multilabel annotation task. The performance of the proposed algorithm is compared with several baselines using 3 standard multi-label datasets with different sizes and different dimension for features representation.
Experimental setup
In order to compare our method, we used the same experimental setup as in (Otálora-Montenegro et al., 2013) , i.e. we use 80% of the images for training and the remaining 20% for test. Results were compared against 8 MLLSE algorithms (OVA, CCA, CS, PLST, MME, ANMF, MNMF, OMMF).
The proposed method has a set of parameters that impact the quality of the resulting model. These parameters were experimentally tuned by using a random 5-fold cross validation in the training set. We have two parameters that control the importance of the two different modalities in our method and a third parameter that controls the relative importance of the regularization terms. These first two parameters are α and δ. The parameter α controls the relative importance of the modalities in an independent way. It showed to have low values for the visual modality and high values for the textual modality. The parameter δ 
Datasets
The method was evaluated in three standard multilabel and publicly available datasets with different sizes (Corel5k, Bibtex and MediaMill) that have been used in previous works using F1 score to evaluate the annotation performance. The datasets are distributed by the Mulan framework authors (Tsoumakas et al., 2011) . Table 2 summarizes the main characteristics of these datasets. Corel 5k is widely used in keyword based image retrieval and image annotation tasks. It contains around 5000 images manually annotated with 1 to 5 keywords. A standard set of 499 images are used as test, and the rest is used for training. The vocabulary contains 374 words.
Bibtex contains 7395 bibtex entries that have been tagged by users of a social network using 159 tags. Each bibtex entry contains a small set of textual elements representing the author, the title, and the conference or journal name. The text is represented as bag-of-words, with a feature space with dimensionality equal to 1836.
MediaMill consists of patterns about multimedia files. It dataset includes 43907 sub-shots with 101 classes, where each image is characterized by a 120-dimensional vector.
Annotation Performance
We used a threshold strategy to evaluate the performance of our method in the same way as is described in (Otálora-Montenegro et al., 2013) . This is, we assign 1 to the label j of the instance x n if x n j > threshold. We evaluated the performance of our method in each one of the datasets, calculating the F-Measure. Table 3 shows the results for each baseline method and the dimension of the embedding space. In Corel5k and MediaMill datasets, we got the best results in comparison with the other methods and in Bibtex we got a competitive result, being surpassed only by OMMF method. Table 4 shows the convergence times of the algorithms Online Matrix Factorization for Space Embedding (OMMF) and our method in each one of the datasets.
By Comparing our algorithm against the OMMF, we can see gains when dealing with larger datasets. In Corel5k that contains only 5.000 examples, the gain in time is not better. In the case of Bibtex and MediaMill, which are larger, it is evident the improvements in time execution using our implementation, i.e., using the pylearn2 library which makes use of the GPU.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we presented a novel multi-label annotation method which learns a mapping between the original sample representation and labels by finding a common semantic representation. The method was compared against state-of-art latent space embedding methods showing competitive results. An important characteristic of this method is that, unlike the method proposed by Otalora-Montenegro et al.
(Otálora-Montenegro et al., 2013) based on OMMF, the transformation from the semantic representation to the label space is learned directly in the training phase, making the annotation process very simple, requiring a simple multiplication by a transformation matrix. Finally, Another important characteristic of this method is its ability to deal with large collections of data, thanks to its formulation as an online learning algorithm, achieving a significantly reduction in memory requirements and computational load. A major limitation in this method as well as in other multi-label latent space embedding methods is that it is a linear model which imposes significant restrictions that limit its flexibility. Therefore, as a future work it would be interesting to explore non-linear alternatives, which allow to model more complex relationships what could improve the performance in annotation task.
